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Abstract: The main purpose of this paper is to analyze the interaction of financial reporting and tax factors, with the aim of implementing an econometric analysis of the effects of the 2004 Italian reform of the fiscal regime on the write-off of participations.
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1. Introduction
Empirical tax research in accounting examines the coordination of taxes and other factors in business decisions. The tension surrounding these papers is that taxes cannot be minimized without affecting other organizational goals.

This paper focuses on the interaction of financial reporting and tax factors. The strategy of tax minimization often results in lowering taxable income, against the financial reporting incentives to increase book income.

In a fiscal regime that admits the deductibility of write-off of participations, firms could take advantage from reporting sham write-off and benefiting from them deductibility. The main purpose of this study is to analyze the impact of the 2003 reform of the Italian fiscal regime that eliminated the deductibility of write-off of participations. In particular we expect that before 2003 it was convenient for firms to account sham write-off of participations to benefit of its deductibility. Instead, starting from 2004 the value of write-off of participations is expected to decrease.

2. Econometric analysis
We implement an econometric analysis aimed at finding the variables which affect the value of write-off of participations.

We develop a dynamic panel data model with truncated data, in which the dependent variable is the value of write-off of participations:

\[ y_{it}^* = \gamma \cdot y_{it-1}^* + x_{it}' \cdot \beta + \alpha_i + \epsilon_{it} \]  

with:

\[ y_{it} = \begin{cases} 
  y_{it}^* & \text{for } y_{it}^* > 0 \\
  0 & \text{for } y_{it}^* < 0 
\end{cases} \]

The matrix of exogenous variables is made of:
1) Tax marginal rate;
2) Leverage ratio;
3) Z-score;
4) Profitability ratio;
5) PIL growth rate;
6) Stock market’s growth rate.
The model is estimated using the general method of moments.
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